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NEW INSIGHTS IN THE ROLE OF WORKING MEMORY 
IN CARRY AND BORROW OPERATIONS
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Ghent University

The present paper provides a state-of-the-art overview concerning the role of

working memory in carry and borrow operations in mental arithmetic. The

role of the executive working-memory component is discussed, alongside the

contribution of the phonological and visuo-spatial working-memory compo-

nents. Moreover, a broad view on various carry characteristics (such as the

number of carry/borrow operations and the value of the carry) and various

operations (addition, subtraction, and multiplication) is provided. Finally,

some ideas for further research are offered.

The role of working memory in carry and borrow operations 

in mental arithmetic

Most people use mental arithmetic in their daily lives, for example to cal-

culate the amount to pay in a restaurant, to check an account balance, to

determine how much a price in Euros would cost in their ‘old’ money sys-

tem, or to estimate how many time there is left before a meeting. These arith-

metic problems encountered in daily life are more often complex (i.e.,

involving multi-digit numbers, e.g., 12+43; 78-34; 6x14) than simple (i.e.,

involving single-digit numbers, e.g., 3+5; 9-2; 4x8). The frequent use of

mental arithmetic in our daily life notwithstanding, not much is known about

the functional mechanisms that are at the heart of this cognitive process. In

particular, questions concerning the more complex forms of mental arith-

metic remain unanswered. Whereas solutions to simple forms of mental

arithmetic are often retrieved from long-term memory (e.g., Cooney,
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Swanson, & Ladd, 1988; Siegler, 1988), complex forms of mental arithmetic

also require other processes. For those processes used in complex mental

arithmetic, such as the temporary storage of intermediate results, the use of

problem-solving skills, or the use of rule-based procedures (e.g., Geary,

1994; Geary & Widaman, 1987; Hope & Sherill, 1987), people rely on their

working memory, as was shown in an early result by Hitch (1978). The pre-

sent paper further pursues the role of working memory (WM) in complex

arithmetic, and more specifically in carry and borrow operations.

The role of WM in mental arithmetic

The WM model

WM is a capacity-limited system that is responsible for storing and pro-

cessing information in a variety of cognitive tasks. In the present study, as in

most of the work on WM usage in mental arithmetic, the WM model of

Baddeley and Hitch (1974; Baddeley, 1986, 1992; Baddeley & Logie, 1999)

is used as a conceptual framework. This multi-componential model of WM

comprises three components: a central-executive component and two subor-

dinate slave systems. The executive WM component is responsible for the

supervision and coordination of the two slave systems, being the phonologi-

cal loop and the visuo-spatial sketchpad (Baddeley, 1986; Gilhooly, Logie,

Wetherick, & Wynn, 1993; Logie, 1993). The phonological loop stores and

manipulates phonologically coded verbal information (Baddeley & Logie,

1992; Baddeley, Thomson, & Buchanan, 1975; Salamé & Baddeley, 1982),

whereas the visuo-spatial sketchpad performs the same function for visually

and spatially coded information (Baddeley & Lieberman, 1980; Farmer,

Berman, & Fletcher, 1986; Logie, 1986, 1989, 1991). The executive WM

component is also responsible for task coordination, task switching, selective

attention, and processes involving long-term memory such as holding and

maintaining information (e.g., Baddeley, 1996). 

The most frequently used method to investigate the role of WM in cogni-

tive tasks is the selective-interference paradigm, which is based on a dual-

task methodology: participants perform the task of interest (i.e., the primary

task) in combination with a task loading a particular WM component (i.e.,

the secondary task). If the primary and the secondary task rely on the same

WM component, performance on the primary task will get worse as the sec-

ondary task becomes more demanding. Generally, secondary-task perfor-

mance also decreases under dual-load conditions compared to secondary-

task-only conditions. By using the selective-interference paradigm, it is pos-

sible to isolate the roles of the different WM components in each primary

task. 

WORKING MEMORY IN CARRYING AND BORROWING
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The role of WM in mental arithmetic

Many empirical studies elucidated the role of WM in mental arithmetic

(see DeStefano & LeFevre, 2004, for an extensive review). The executive
WM component has been shown to play an important role in simple addi-

tions and multiplications (Ashcraft, Donley, Halas, & Vakali, 1992; De

Rammelaere, Stuyven, & Vandierendonck, 1999, 2001; De Rammelaere &

Vandierendonck, 2001; Hecht, 2002; Lemaire, Abdi, & Fayol, 1996). Logie,

Gilhooly, and Wynn (1994) were the first to show that the executive WM

component is also crucial to perform complex forms of mental arithmetic.

More recently, the crucial role of this WM component in complex arithmetic

problems has been confirmed, both for additions (Fürst & Hitch, 2000) and

multiplications (Seitz & Schumann-Hengsteler, 2000, 2002). 

Since the phonological loop is able to maintain phonological representa-

tions of intermediate results, this component would be especially important

for the maintenance of accuracy during calculations (e.g., Hitch, 1978; Logie

& Baddeley, 1987; Logie et al., 1994). As maintaining intermediate results is

especially required in complex arithmetic problems, previous research

indeed has confirmed that the phonological loop is indispensable in complex

additions, multiplications, and subtractions (e.g., Fürst & Hitch, 2000;

Heathcote, 1994; Noël, Désert, Aubrun, & Seron, 2001; Seitz & Schumann-

Hengsteler, 2000, 2002; Trbovich & LeFevre, 2003; Seyler, Kirk, &

Ashcraft, 2003), but not in simple ones (e.g., De Rammelaere et al., 1999,

2001; Seitz & Schumann-Hengsteler, 2000, 2002; Seyler et al., 2003; but see

Lee & Kang, 2002, for an exception).

Until now, the role of the visuo-spatial sketchpad in mental arithmetic

remains unclear. In most studies, no evidence was found for a role of this

memory component in mental arithmetic (e.g., Noël et al., 2001; Seitz &

Schumann-Hengsteler, 2000). However, the visuo-spatial sketchpad may be

used under specific conditions (e.g., when participants are encouraged to use

a visual problem representation), in specific populations (e.g., in highly

skilled participants), or with specific presentation modalities (e.g., when

arithmetic problems are presented vertically) – see DeStefano and LeFevre

(2004) for an elaboration on these issues.

The role of WM in carrying and borrowing

Carrying and borrowing

Carrying and borrowing are additional solution steps which are often

needed in complex arithmetic tasks. For example, in 37+14, a carry opera-

tion is needed. Since the sum of the unit digits exceeds 10, a 1 has to be car-

IMBO, DE RAMMELAERE, & VANDIERENDONCK
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ried from the units to the tens. Although almost all studies concerning the

carry operation were executed on addition problems, this operation also

appears in multiplication problems. Geary, Widaman, and Little (1986)

indeed showed that carry operations in multiplication problems resemble

those in addition problems. In 27x6 for example, the multiplication of the

units (7x6) gives 42. The 2 of the units has to be kept active in WM as a

result, while the 4 of the tens has to be added to the result of the multiplica-

tion of 2x6. This 4 thus has to be carried from the units to the tens. Almost

no studies investigated the borrow operation in subtractions, although severe

problems with the borrow procedure have been observed in children (e.g.,

Brown & Burton, 1978) and in brain-damaged patients (e.g., Sandrini,

Miozzo, Cotelli, & Cappa, 2003). A borrow operation is needed, for exam-

ple, in the subtraction 24-6. Since 4 minus 6 is less than zero, borrowing is

required: a 1 has to be borrowed from the tens to the units.

An apparent characteristic of carry and borrow operations is that they not

only involve declarative knowledge (such as fact retrieval), but also proce-

dural knowledge (Ashcraft, 1992; Sokol, McCloskey, Cohen, & Aliminosa,

1991). On this basis, one may expect that arithmetic performance is slower

and less accurate for problems that require a carry or borrow operation as

compared to those that do not. Several authors indeed showed that the time

that is needed to mentally calculate the solution of complex arithmetic prob-

lems increases when a carry or borrow operation has to be performed (e.g.,

Ashcraft & Faust, 1994; Ashcraft & Kirk, 2001; Ashcraft & Stazyk, 1981;

Dansereau & Gregg, 1966; Faust, Ashcraft, & Fleck, 1996; Hamann &

Ashcraft; 1985; Widaman, Geary, Cormier, & Little, 1989). After a step in

which a digit has to be carried or borrowed, there has to be an extra step in

which this information is put into WM. In a later step, this information has

to be retrieved from WM. When this information is lost from WM, errors

emerge. Inefficient carry or borrow procedures indeed have been shown to be

one of the most frequent causes of errors in mental arithmetic in children,

adults, and brain-damaged patients (e.g., Brown & Burton, 1978; Fürst &

Hitch, 2000; Hitch, 1978; Noël et al., 2001; Sandrini et al., 2003).

Even though the great influence of carrying and borrowing on latency and

accuracy of arithmetic performance is very important, WM contributions to

these operations have not been studied intensively. Only a few studies explic-

itly investigated which WM components play a role in carry and borrow

operations. The present paper evaluates the existing empirical research on the

role of WM in carrying and borrowing, and complements it with more recent

observations partly based on the master’s thesis of the first author. These

observations are assembled in two papers, one about carrying in additions

(Imbo, Vandierendonck, & De Rammelaere, 2005a), and one about carrying

in multiplications and borrowing in subtractions (Imbo, Vandierendonck, &

WORKING MEMORY IN CARRYING AND BORROWING
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Vergauwe 2005b). The role of the executive, phonological, and visuo-spatial

WM components in carrying and borrowing are discussed successively, with

each time a review of experimentally based evidence and a discussion sec-

tion in which explanations are sought for the observed results.

The executive WM component 

Experimental evidence

A first issue is whether the executive WM component is needed to perform

carry operations. In order to prove such a role for the executive WM compo-

nent in carry operations, an interaction between executive WM load and the

number of carry operations should be observed. Logie et al. (1994) were the

first who systematically investigated the role of WM in mental arithmetic and

carrying. They observed that additions were harder to solve as the number of

carry operations increased. However, they did not observe an interaction

between the number of carry operations and executive WM load, and con-

clude that WM may have no specific role in carrying. Fürst and Hitch (2000)

also found that problems were harder as the number of carry operations

increased. Moreover, contrary to Logie et al. (1994), these researchers did

observe an interaction between the number of carry operations and executive

WM load, indicating that executive processes contribute to carrying. Both

Ashcraft and Kirk (2001) and Imbo et al. (2005a) found a main effect of

number of carry operations as well, and an interaction with executive WM

load (see Figure 1a). In contrast to Logie et al. (1994) but in accordance with

Fürst and Hitch (2000), they suggest that executive processes are important

for carrying. Finally, Seitz and Schumann-Hengsteler (2002) observed that

error rates increased under executive WM load when the sums required carry

operations. Taken all together, most studies argue for a role of the executive

WM component in the carry operation in complex additions. However, sev-

eral questions remain unanswered: (1) Is the executive WM component also

crucial in carrying and borrowing in other arithmetic operations such as mul-

tiplication and subtraction?, and (2) Is the number of carry operations the

only variable determining the significance of the executive WM component,

or are other variables also involved? Recent studies elaborated on these ques-

tions, and observed some new and interesting findings, which are discussed

below. 

Concerning the first question, Imbo et al. (2005b) investigated the role of

the executive WM component in the borrow operation in subtractions, and in

the carry operation in multiplications. In a first subtraction experiment, the

problems consisted of two 2-digit numbers (e.g., 64-16) with the number of

borrow operations being zero or one, whereas in a second subtraction exper-

iment, the stimuli consisted of two 4-digit numbers (e.g., 6542-1638) with

IMBO, DE RAMMELAERE, & VANDIERENDONCK
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Panel a. Number x WM Load Interactions (accuracies).

Figure 1.
Interactions with Memory Load in complex additions (Imbo et al., 2005a).
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zero, one, two or three borrow operations. The executive WM component

was loaded by means of a secondary task in which participants had to decide

whether tones were high or low (i.e., a choice reaction task; Szmalec,

Vandierendonck, & Kemps, 2005). The results were similar in both experi-

ments. Both reaction times and error rates increased with the number of bor-

row operations. Moreover, the rises in reaction times and error rates were sig-

nificantly larger when WM was executively loaded, showing that the execu-

tive WM component is crucial to perform borrow operations (see Figures 2a

and 2b).

Two subsequent experiments were meant to examine the role of the exec-

utive WM component in the carry operation in multiplications. Stimuli were

multiplication problems in which a 2-digit or a 3-digit number had to be mul-

tiplied with a 1-digit number (e.g., 32x8; 113x6). The number of carry oper-

ations was one or two. Results showed that multiplications with two carry

operations were solved more slowly and less accurately than multiplications

with only one carry operation. However, no interaction between executive

WM load and number of carry operations was observed, indicating that the

executive WM component did not play a crucial role in the carry operation

in multiplications (see Figure 3a).

Concerning the second question (i.e., the involvement of other variables

besides the number of carry operations in determining the role of WM), Imbo

et al. (2005a, 2005b) report a number of experiments in which not only the

number of carry operations was manipulated, but also the value that had to

be carried. For example, in the addition 175+261+182, a 2 has to be carried

from the tens to the hundreds, and in the multiplication 17x6, a 4 has to be

carried from the units to the tens. Results showed that both number and value

slowed reaction and resulted in larger error rates. Indeed, performance

decreased linearly as the value of the carry increased. Moreover, an executive

WM load x value interaction was observed in additions (Imbo et al., 2005a),

indicating that the executive WM component is not only needed to perform

more carry operations, but also to perform carry operations with larger val-

ues (see Figure 1b).

Discussion

It is clear that the executive WM component plays a crucial role in com-

plex arithmetic, and especially in carry and borrow operations. Calculation

was observed to be slower and less accurate under executive memory loads

in complex additions (e.g., Fürst & Hitch, 2000; Imbo et al., 2005a; Logie et

al., 1994; Seitz & Schumann-Hengsteler, 2002), complex multiplications

(Seitz & Schumann-Hengsteler, 2000, 2002), and complex subtractions

(Imbo et al., 2005b). Moreover, the role of the executive WM component

grew even larger when more carry or borrow operations had to be executed.

IMBO, DE RAMMELAERE, & VANDIERENDONCK
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Panel a. Number x WM Load Interactions (latencies).

Figure 2.
Interactions with Memory Load in complex subtractions 

(Imbo et al., 2005b).

Panel b. Number x WM Load Interactions (accuracies).
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This role in carrying and borrowing may be explained by the controlling

function of the executive WM component. When a carry or borrow operation

has to be executed, a conflict occurs between this carry or borrow sequence

and the no-carry or no-borrow sequence (which is the ‘normal’ order of oper-

ations during calculating). It is the role of the executive WM component to

inhibit the no-carry or no-borrow sequence and to plan and execute the

sequence containing carry or borrow operations (see e.g., Fürst & Hitch,

2000; Imbo et al., 2005a for elaborations on this issue).

However, data also implicated a role of the executive WM when carrying

higher values. Since we are more used to carry small values, the same exec-

utively based mechanisms will be needed in order to inhibit the carry opera-

tion with small values and to execute the carry operation with higher values.

Problem-size effects could have played a role as well (e.g., Ashcraft, 1992,

1995; Ashcraft & Battaglia, 1978; Butterworth, Zorzi, Girelli, & Jonckheere,

2001; Geary, 1996; Groen & Parkman, 1972). Given that mental arithmetic

gets harder as the numbers get larger, it would be reasonable to assume that

carrying high values requires more executive WM resources than carrying

small values. However, these and alternative explanations to explain the role

of the executive WM component in carrying should be put to further investi-

gation.

The phonological loop

Experimental evidence

Hitch (1978) was one of the first researchers investigating carrying in

mental arithmetic. He observed longer reaction times and lower accuracies

when carry operations had to be executed. According to him, a carry opera-

tion creates intermediate information which has to be maintained in the

phonological loop in the device of an extra calculation step. In the next cal-

culation step, this intermediate information has to be read out in order to pro-

duce a correct answer. This reasoning emphasises the significance of the

phonological loop, since loss of the intermediate information results in erro-

neous performances. However interesting this first result is, not much

research had been carried out in order to investigate the role of the phono-

logical loop in carrying. In the same way as for the executive WM compo-

nent, we have to search for an interaction between phonological WM load

and the number of carry operations in order to prove its role in carrying.

Logie et al. (1994) were the first to investigate the role of the phonologi-

cal loop in carrying. Although they observed larger reaction times and error

rates on additions with more carry operations, this effect did not interact with

phonological WM load. Fürst and Hitch (2000) also investigated the effects

of phonological WM load on complex additions. They observed that the

IMBO, DE RAMMELAERE, & VANDIERENDONCK
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increase in errors with the number of carries just failed to reach significance

under phonological WM load (p = .08). Based on this result, Fürst and Hitch

(2000, p. 779) suggested that “the phonological loop could play a minor role

in supporting carrying”. Furthermore, Ashcraft and Kirk (2001) observed an

interaction between phonological WM load and carrying: the increase in

error rates under phonological WM load was larger for carry problems than

for non-carry problems. Moreover, this pattern was larger when the phono-

logical WM load was higher. However, since their secondary task (i.e., letter

recall with 2 or 6 letters), meant to load the phonological loop, could also

have loaded the executive WM component, no univocal conclusions can be

drawn. Finally, the role of the phonological loop in carrying was also exam-

ined by Seitz and Schumann-Hengsteler (2002). They did not observe a sig-

nificant interaction between phonological WM load and the number of carry

operations either. Based on all these results, the phonological loop would

play no role at all in carrying. More recently, however, we conducted sever-

al additional experiments in order further to investigate the role of the phono-

logical loop. We did not only question the role of the phonological loop in

the carry operation in additions and multiplications, but also in the borrow

operation in subtractions. Furthermore, since Fürst and Hitch (2000) sug-

gested that the phonological loop could be used to store the amount to be car-

ried, we not only looked for an interaction between phonological WM load

and the number of carry/borrow operations but also for an interaction

between phonological WM load and the value of the carry. Indeed, as carry-

ing higher values requires more counting steps, more phonological WM

resources might be needed to perform these processes accurately (e.g., Logie

& Baddeley, 1987).

Both the number of carry operations and the value to be carried were

manipulated in two experiments with complex additions (Imbo et al., 2005a).

The phonological loop was loaded by means of articulatory suppression.

Accuracy data of the second experiment showed an interaction between

phonological WM load and the number of carries. Accuracy decreased as

more carry operations had to be performed – an effect that was enhanced

under phonological WM load (see Figure 1a). Furthermore, in both experi-

ments, an interaction between phonological WM load and the value of the

carry was observed. In the first experiment, the differences in reaction times

between problems where a 1 had to be carried and problems where a 2 had

to be carried grew larger under phonological WM load. In the subsequent

experiment, the growth in error percentages with the value of the carry was

higher when WM was phonologically loaded than when it was not (see

Figure 1b). Taken together, these results are the first to show a role for the

phonological loop in carrying.

WORKING MEMORY IN CARRYING AND BORROWING
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Imbo et al. (2005b) also investigated the role of the phonological loop in

the borrow operation in subtractions, and in the carry operation in multipli-

cations. The subtraction experiments showed that the phonological loop is

used to solve complex subtractions. Indeed, error rates (but not reaction

times) increased significantly under phonological WM load. Moreover, in

one subtraction experiment, an interaction between phonological WM load

and number of borrow operations was observed, indicating that the borrow

operation relies on the phonological loop (see Figure 2b). The value that had

to be borrowed was not manipulated in the subtraction experiments. In the

experiments with multiplication problems, neither influence of a phonologi-

cal WM load was observed, nor an interaction between phonological WM

load and carry characteristics (i.e., the number of carry operations and the

value to be carried; see Figures 3a and 3b). 

Discussion

Previous research has shown that the phonological loop is required in

complex additions (e.g., Fürst & Hitch, 2000; Imbo et al., 2005a; Logie et al.,

1994; Noël et al., 2001; Seitz & Schumann-Hengsteler, 2002) and complex

subtractions (Imbo et al., 2005b). Up until now, evidence indicates that the

phonological loop would play no role in complex multiplications (e.g., Imbo

et al., 2005b; Seitz & Schumann-Hengsteler, 2002; but see Seitz &

Schumann-Hengsteler, 2000, for an exception). Although it seems worth-

while to design studies to challenge the absence of this effect, researchers

should be aware that manipulating the complexity of multiplications is rather

limited. Multiplication problems in which a 3-digit number has to be multi-

plied with a 1-digit number are solvable (Imbo et al., 2005b), but mentally

calculating more complex multiplication problems (e.g., 134x36) may

become impossible in dual-task conditions.

Recent results also showed that the phonological loop plays a role in car-

rying and borrowing. In additions and subtractions, effects of a phonological

WM load were larger as more carry or borrow operations had to be execut-

ed, respectively. This can easily be explained as follows: as more carry or

borrow operations have to be performed, more intermediate results have to

be kept temporarily in WM. The phonological WM component is most suit-

ed for this maintenance. Furthermore, interference effects may provide an

additional explanation. As more carry or borrow operations have to be

processed, more doubts may arise so as to whether the present operation has

already been performed as the values that have been encountered. For exam-

ple, participants might be confused when in the previous problem a 2 had to

be carried whereas in the present problem a 3 has to be carried. The preven-

tion of such confusion errors would rely on the phonological WM component

as well.

IMBO, DE RAMMELAERE, & VANDIERENDONCK
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Panel a. No Number x WM Load Interactions (latencies).

Figure 3. 
Interactions with Memory Load in complex multiplications 

(Imbo et al., 2005b).

Panel b. No Value x WM Load Interactions (latencies).
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In complex additions, the effects of a phonological WM load also grew

larger as higher-valued digits had to be carried. Indeed, as the phonological

loop is used to store intermediate results, its role in the current experiments

would be specialised in storing the values that had to be carried. These obser-

vations also confirmed the suggestion of Fürst and Hitch (2000) that the

phonological loop would be used to store the amount to be carried. It is clear

that still various manipulations (of both number and value) should be done in

order further to clarify the role of the phonological loop in carrying and bor-

rowing. Doing so, researchers should also be aware to use a secondary task

loading the phonological loop without loading the executive WM compo-

nent.

The visuo-spatial sketchpad

Experimental evidence

Not much research has been carried out concerning the role of the visuo-

spatial sketchpad in complex arithmetic problems, and in particular its role

in carrying or borrowing. Effects of visuo-spatial WM load on carrying in

addition problems have not been observed up until now (e.g., Logie et al.,

1994; Seitz & Schumann-Hengsteler, 2000). To our knowledge, only one

study investigated the effects of visuo-spatial WM load in complex subtrac-

tions (Imbo et al., 2005b). In this study, the passive matrix tap task (Quinn,

1994) was used to interfere in spatial processing. However, the visuo-spatial

sketchpad appeared not to play a role in borrowing either, at least not in the

presentation conditions studied thus far.

Discussion

We are convinced that the evidence is too sparse to draw any conclusions

about the role of the visuo-spatial sketchpad in complex arithmetic and in

carrying and borrowing. The only suggestion we would like to make is that

future research is indispensable. 

General Discussion

The execution of both carry and borrow operations relies on WM compo-

nents. Based on the combination of past research and more recent findings,

some provisional conclusions can be drawn. First, both the executive and the

phonological WM components are needed to perform the carry operation in

additions and the borrow operation in subtractions. So far, there are no indi-

cations that these WM components would be used to perform the carry oper-

ation in multiplications, however. Second, people rely even more heavily on

their executive and phonological WM components as the number of carry or
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borrow operations grows. Third, people do also rely more heavily on their

executive and phonological WM components as the value to be carried is

higher. And finally, the visuo-spatial sketchpad does not seem to be needed

in carrying or borrowing.

There were some indications that the executive and the phonological WM

components might differ somewhat in their specific roles. For example, (a)

executive WM loads had a larger impact than phonological WM loads, (b)

effects of an executive WM load were more salient in latencies while effects

of a phonological WM load were more salient in accuracies, and (c) the num-

ber of carry or borrow operations tended to rely more heavily on the execu-

tive WM component whereas the value to be carried tended to rely more

heavily on the phonological WM component. However, since these effects

were not found consistently across all experiments, a more general conclu-

sion would be that both WM components run parallel.

This review thus clearly shows that many issues remain unanswered. We

further discuss the interaction between WM loads and the carry or borrow

operation and end with providing some new ideas for further research.

The load x carry interaction

In complex arithmetic

It is clear that carrying and borrowing are operations that require much

effort to be solved fast and correctly. Indeed – apart from the role of WM –

in all studies where both carry/borrow problems and non-carry/non-borrow

problems had to be solved, the former were solved slower and less accurate-

ly than the latter. But why is solving carry/borrow problems so much harder

than solving non-carry/non-borrow problems? In line with previous research,

we claim that arithmetic problems with carry or borrow operations need

greater WM demands than arithmetic problems without such operations.

Indeed, several studies showed interactions between executive WM load and

carry or borrow demands (e.g., Ashcraft & Kirk, 2001; Fürst & Hitch, 2000;

Imbo et al., 2005a, 2005b; Seitz & Schumann-Hengsteler, 2002), and

between phonological WM load and carry or borrow demands as well (e.g.,

Imbo et al., 2005a, 2005b). These results reveal that both executive and

phonological WM components are needed to perform carry and borrow oper-

ations. However, more convincing evidence could be obtained by manipulat-

ing both variables in an even more detailed way, for example by using dif-

ferent levels of WM load and a more fine-grained carry/borrow complexity. 

Some researchers already addressed this issue. The number of carry oper-

ations for example, was manipulated in a fairly detailed way in some studies.

This number was zero, one, or two in the study of Fürst and Hitch (2000),

and one, two or three in the study of Imbo et al. (2005a). Both studies showed
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that reaction times and error rates increased linearly with the number of car-

ries. Moreover, they also showed that the interference of executive WM load

grew larger as the number of carries was higher. Yet, studies in which a more

fine-grained variation in both the number of carries and the WM load were

included still have to be executed. Future research should elaborate on this

issue, using problems with a variable number of carry or borrow operations,

and a more thoroughly manipulated WM load. This should not only be done

for the executive WM component, but also for the phonological loop and the

visuo-spatial sketchpad. More detailed ideas are provided further in this

paper.

In simple arithmetic

In their review, DeStefano & LeFevre (2004) mention another point of

debate: although carrying also occurs in simple-arithmetic problems (e.g., 

9 + 4 vs. 6 + 3), a load x carry interaction has never been observed there.

Since in simple additions the difference between easy and hard problems is

often made by the presence of a carry operation, this would mean that the

increased problem difficulty associated with carrying is based on the carry

operation in se, and not to the greater demands of retrieving larger values for

carry problems compared to non-carry problems (e.g., 13 vs. 9). As De

Stefano and LeFevre (2004) note, this issue is critical for understanding the

source of executive WM demands in solving arithmetic problems. Although

there are no studies that explicitly resolved this issue, we believe that the

largest fraction of executive WM resources is used to perform the carry oper-

ation in se. Indeed, in simple arithmetic, an interaction between executive

WM load and problem size has hardly ever been found, indicating that the

role of the executive WM component does not grow larger as problem size

increases (e.g., De Rammelaere et al., 1999, 2001; De Rammelaere &

Vandierendonck, 2001, 2003; Lemaire et al., 1996). Since the carry x load

interaction has been found frequently in complex arithmetic (as noted

above), we would argue that the main role of the executive WM component

in carrying is coordinating the increased number of steps and manipulating

larger numbers, but not retrieving larger numbers. However, additional evi-

dence would be welcome. Since the difference between easy and hard 

simple-arithmetic sums is defined based on the presence of a carry operation,

it is almost impossible to disentangle both effects (i.e., the problem-size

effect and the carry effect). This is one of the key challenges for future

research.
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Building further on recent findings

As noted above, one of the ideas to implement in future research is to use

more fine-grained manipulations of both the number of carry operations and

the WM load in order further to investigate the role of the various WM com-

ponents in carrying. For the number of carries one may use any number

between zero and the total number of stimulus digits minus one. For exam-

ple, in an addition problem with 4-digit numbers like 1564+2657, the maxi-

mum amount of carry operations is three. It will be obvious that increasing

the total number of digits may exceed the WM capacity limit at some point.

A more fine-grained manipulation of the WM loads is less obvious, howev-

er. It is known that the executive WM component can be divided in various

sub functions such as shifting, updating, and inhibition (e.g., Lehto, 1996;

Miyake, Friedman, Emerson, Witzki, Howerter, & Wager, 2000; Ward,

Roberts, & Philips, 2001, see also Vandierendonck, 2000a, 2000b).

Contrasting primary-task performance (i.e., mental arithmetic) with different

secondary tasks loading one or more of these sub functions would provide

detailed information about the specific role of the executive WM component

in carrying and borrowing (see Deschuyteneer & Vandierendonck, 2005, for

an application of this method in simple arithmetic). Concerning the phono-

logical and visuo-spatial WM loads, researchers may think of using a preload

with different amounts of letters/words or asterisks/blocks, respectively. 

Not only has the number of carry operations been shown to increase WM

interference, but also the value to be carried. Although not often investigat-

ed in previous research (but see Imbo et al., 2005a, 2005b), this variable is

easy to manipulate. The value to be carried may vary between zero and the

quantity of numbers to be added minus one. For example, in 128+149+238,

where three numbers have to be added, the maximum value to carry is 2.

Indeed, 8 + 9 + 8 = 25, meaning that a 2 had to be carried from the units to

the tens. Future research may study the role of the various WM components

in carrying higher-valued digits more deeply. Indeed, up until now, the results

are equivocal: both the executive WM component and the phonological WM

component would be needed more as the number of carry operations or the

value to be carried grows. Moreover, future research may find out why car-

rying higher-valued digits in multiplications did not rely on executive or

phonological WM components. An extra idea for future research is manipu-

lating the variability of the value to be carried. Up until now, this value was

kept constant within one problem (e.g., all digits to be carried had value 2).

However, it is plausible that carrying digits with variable values (e.g., carry-

ing a 1, a 2, and a 3) is more difficult than carrying digits with all the same

value. Another idea that never has been implemented is manipulating the

value to be borrowed. However, it is not entirely clear how this should be
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done. Moreover, even when it would be possible, it is still highly question-

able whether people would ever encounter such problems in real-life situa-

tions.

The evidence concerning the role of the visuo-spatial sketchpad in carry-

ing and borrowing is very sparse. Based on these results, this WM compo-

nent would play no role in carrying or borrowing. However, we believe that

further research is needed to definitively reject the role of the visuo-spatial

sketchpad in carrying and borrowing.

The role of WM in the carry operation in multiplications is very sparse as

well. Until now, we would conclude that no WM component is used to per-

form carry operations in multiplications. This sounds quite implausible.

Probably no effect has been found because the problems used were simple

rather than complex. Moreover, West-European people are often intensively

trained in memorising multiplications (Seitz & Schumann-Hengsteler, 2000,

2002), which could have reduced the effects.

Finally, it is important to notice that research on carrying and borrowing

is not limited to ‘pure’ cognitive approaches. As carry and borrow operations

rely on the executive WM component, other coincidental processes may also

suffer when these executive WM components are loaded. For example, peo-

ple with a high math anxiety are bad in mental arithmetic, and particularly

when a carry operation has to be performed (Faust et al., 1996). Since the

strongest evidence that math anxiety did affect arithmetic performance came

from the comparison of carry versus no-carry problems, the number of carry

operations would be an effective manipulation in order to increase task com-

plexity and the demands on WM. Indeed, both the anxious, intrusive

thoughts and the carry procedure are competing for available executive WM

components (Eysenck & Calvo, 1992). Consequently, carry and borrow pro-

cedures would not only suffer from (relevant) math anxiety, but also from

irrelevant anxiety (e.g., in persons with an anxiety disorder) – a hypothesis

that still has to be tested. Future research may thus manipulate carry and bor-

row characteristics (such as the number of carry/borrow operations and the

value to be carried) in order to investigate effects of various types of variables

(e.g., emotional, developmental, cognitive, etc.) on arithmetic performance. 
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